The rapidly increasing demand for efficient energy storage systems in the last two decades has stimulated enormous efforts to the development of high-capacity, high-power, durable lithium ion batteries. Inherent to the high-capacity electrode materials is material degradation and failure due to the large volumetric changes during the electrochemical cycling, causing fast capacity decay and low cycle life. This review surveys recent progress in continuum-level computational modeling of the degradation mechanisms of high-capacity anode materials for lithium-ion batteries. Using silicon (Si) as an example, we highlight the strong coupling between electrochemical kinetics and mechanical stress in the degradation process. We show that the coupling phenomena can be tailored through a set of materials design strategies, including surface coating and porosity, presenting effective methods to mitigate the degradation. Validated by the experimental data, the modeling results lay down a foundation for engineering, diagnosis, and optimization of high-performance lithium ion batteries.
INTRODUCTION
Since its discovery, lithium (Li)-ion battery (LIB) has become the primary power source for various portable electronics in today's mobile society and been extended to electric vehicles. Despite the impressive market share, the current LIB technologies cannot meet the rapidly growing demand for high energy density and long cycle life of batteries. This has motivated enormous efforts for developing new-generation LIBs that are of not only high energy and high power, but also long cycle life. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Unfortunately, high-capacity electrode materials, such as Si, are susceptible to chemomechanical degradation and failure owing to the large volume change during electrochemical cycling, leading to fast capacity loss and short cycle life. Understanding of the chemomechanical degradation mechanisms is thus imperative for the design of durable next-generation LIBs.
Several possible processes contribute to the degradation of the high-volume-change electrode materials (see Fig. 1 ). First, lithiation-induced large volumetric expansion tends to generate stress concentration, leading to the chemomechanical fracture of the electrodes. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The fracture consequently causes the loss of electrical contact between active materials, current collectors, and electrolytes, resulting in rapid capacity fading and poor cyclability (Fig. 1a) . Second, lithiation induces large compressive stress inside the active materials, which slows down further lithiation, i.e., lithiation retardation (Fig. 1b) . In severe cases, the large compressive stress completely arrests lithiation, and the inner core of the active materials becomes inaccessible to the electrolyte, leading to a reduced effective capacity. Third, the large volumetric changes during the lithiation/delithiation cycles cause repeated breaking and forming of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) film on the active materials, resulting in unstable SEI growth 13 and converting cycleable live lithiums in the electrode and electrolyte to dead lithiums in SEI (Fig. 1c) , eventually leading to lithium exhaustion and battery death. Over the last several years, various experimental techniques, including nanoindentation, [14] [15] [16] wafer curvature method, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] etc., have been employed to characterize the degradation of the electrode materials at different stages of charge. In particular, a nanobattery platform 24 for in situ TEM testing, and characterization has been developed for real-time imaging of the chemical reaction, ion transport, phase transformation, defect nucleation and growth during electrochemical cycling. These experimental data provide insights for establishing physically based models. In parallel to these experiments, models of different length scales have been established, ranging from first-principles simulations, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] molecular dynamics with empirical force fields on the atomic scale, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] continuum-level simulations that couple field equations dictating Li transport and mechanical equilibrium. 9, 12, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] Together, this has opened a bottom-up avenue for developing high-performance LIBs, in contrast to the top-down approach adopted by the conventional battery development.
This review summarizes the recent progress in the continuumlevel modeling of chemomechanical degradation of high-capacity electrode materials. We first lay down the coupled field equations for lithium transport and mechanical equilibrium. Examples are then given on how the electrochemistry-mechanics coupling defines the degradation, followed by a discussion of the design strategies that mitigate the degradation. Finally, we conclude and give perspectives of the field.
LITHIATION MECHANISMS
A battery is an energy storage device that converts chemical energy into electrical energy. 56 A battery consists of a collection of electrochemical cells, each composed of two electrodes separated by an electrolyte. LIBs function by shuttling Li ions between the electrodes through the electrolyte. Under the operation condition (discharging), Li ions migrate from the negative (anode) to the positive (cathode) electrodes through the electrolyte, driven by the electrochemical potential difference of the ions. Meanwhile, electrons flow from the anode to the cathode through the external wires, generating electrical current to power the external working load. During charging, the reverse process occurs.
Lithiation/delithiation of materials with a layered structure generally features an intercalation mechanism, wherein Li ions are reversibly inserted into and extracted from the interlayers 57, 58 ( Fig. 2a1, a2 ). The intercalation mechanism induces relatively small-volume expansion, which ensures structural stability, capacity retention, and long cycle life. For these reasons, graphite, the layered graphene, exhibits stable working voltage and good cycle performance. Along with its high conductivity, graphite is the primary anode material in the currently commercial LIBs. 59 A downside of this insertion mechanism is the relatively low specific capacity limited by the available Li insertion sites. The theoretical capacity of graphite is only~372 mAh/g (forming LiC 6 compound), 60, 61 inadequate for high-energy-density applications. Alloying is another lithiation mechanism for a variety of highcapacity anode materials, including Si, Sn, Ge, Al, Ga, etc. Alloying with Li involves bond breaking/forming and solid-state amorphization, and the capacity is not limited by the available insertion sites (Fig. 2b1-3 ). As the leading anode candidate for LIBs, Si has a theoretical specific capacity of 4200 mAh/g 59, 61-63 when alloyed to Li 22 Si 5 , one order of magnitude higher than that of graphite. However, the large insertion/deinsertion of Li into Si induces huge volumetric changes (~300%), causing electro-chemomechanical failure of the batteries, discussed previously.
COUPLING BETWEEN LITHIATION KINETICS AND MECHANICAL STRESS

Governing equations
From a continuum point of view, Li transport and stress generation are described by field variables, i.e., Li concentration cðx; tÞand the Cauchy stress σðx; tÞ; both spatiotemporally vary.
The dynamic evolutions of these two field variables are coupled, as described below.
Stress-mediated Li diffusion. Li transport in the host materials can be described by the diffusion equation, as
where j is the flux, and V is the volume of the electrode. The gradient of the diffusional potential of Li μ serves as the driving force for Li diffusion:
where M is the mobility tensor, which is generally a function of Li concentration c. The diffusional potential is related to the Li concentration and the local stress state σ: μ = μ(c; σ). In this setting, the hydrostatic stress gradient functions as a part of the driving force for the Li diffusion, 64, 65 in addition to the Li concentration gradient.
An alternative approach is to still adopt the classical Fick's first law, j = −D∇c, but embedding the stress effect by empirically assuming Li diffusivity as a function of both Li concentration and the stress state, 12, 66, 67 i.e., D = D(c; σ). The effective diffusivity can be expressed by D ¼ D 0 expðÀpΩ=k B TÞ, where D 0 is the diffusivity at the stress-free condition, p is the hydrostatic pressure, Ω is the activation volume and k B T is the thermal energy.
In addition to the constitutive relations for Li transport, the diffusion equation must be solved by supplementing with boundary conditions at the surface of the electrodes. Since surface diffusivity is generally much larger than bulk diffusivity, the Dirichlet boundary condition can be imposed, as
Lithiation-mediated deformation and stress generation. As the time scale associated with the mechanical process is much shorter than diffusion, we assume that mechanical equilibrium is met at any instant during lithiation process: For free-standing specimens, a traction-free boundary condition can be imposed, as
where n is the outward normal of the outer surface S of the electrode exposing to Li. In the finite strain kinematics, the total stretch rate tensor d can be decomposed into three additive parts, 
embodying the effect of lithiation on mechanics, where β is the lithiation-induced expansion tensor. One notices that the chemical strain is analogous to the thermal strain in formulation by considering β as the coefficient of thermal expansion and c the temperature. In general, β can be anisotropic and adopts different values in the three dilational directions.
In the finite-strain framework, the constitutive relations for elastic and plastic parts are formulated in rate form, where the elastic and plastic stretch rates, and the elastic spin are related to the stress rate. The unlithiated domain is modeled as an isotropic, elastic material, whose stress and strain rates obey the classical Hooke's law with two material constants, Young's modulus Y and Poisson's ratio ν. The lithiated phase is modeled by an isotropic elastic, perfectly, 65 or rate-dependent plastic material, 67, 70, [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] with phase-dependent elastic constants. Note that the ratedependent plasticity introduces an additional time scale characterizing the stress relaxation, and thus may affect stress generation. The plastic stretch rate, d p , obeys the associated J 2 -flow rule. These constitutive relations are necessary for solving the governing equations listed above.
The moving phase boundary. Lithiation of Si or many other highcapacity anode materials features a moving phase boundary (i.e., the reaction front) that separates the lithiated (Li-rich) and unlithiated (Li-poor) phases. The characteristics of the reaction front for different electrode materials or at different electrochemical stages vary. The reaction front is atomically sharp (~1 nm) in c-Si;
78 but diffuse in a-Si during the second-step lithiation. 79, 80 The width of the phase boundary critically modulates the stress generation and localization. To simplify the analysis, Yang et al. simulated the phase boundary motion by diffusion, rather than reaction, despite the clear difference between these two transport processes. 9, 12, 67 With this simplification, Li transport, which involves chemical reaction and solid-state diffusion in series, can be described by diffusion (Eq. 1) in a unified manner. To produce a sharp phase (two-phase) boundary with an abrupt change of Li concentration, Li diffusivity to be a nonlinear function of Li concentration in the entire system:
where D 0 is a diffusion constant and α is a tunable constant that controls the concentration profile near the phase boundary.
The singular function yields considerably large Li diffusivity in the lithiated domain (c→1), but a finite value (D 0 ) close to the unlithiated domain (c = 1). This effectively generates a sharp interface that separates the Li-poor core and the Li-rich shell. 8, 81 It should be pointed out that while the strong nonlinearity of Li diffusivity is essential to produce the sharp interface, the choice of the specific functional form in Eq. (8) is only a matter of computational convenience. 66 A concentration-independent diffusivity gives rise to a diffuse-phase (single-phase) boundary. In addition, the crystallographic orientation-dependent reaction rates can be conveniently modeled by setting different values of D 0 .
Numerical implementation. Aside from the in situ experimental data, atomistic simulations 37, 39, 40, 66 have been performed to extract the material properties, including the phase-dependent moduli, the diffusivity, etc., thus fulfilling the multiscale coupling. The two sets of coupled field equations can be solved by the finite element methods. For example, the commercial package ABA-QUS/Standard conveniently solves the balance equations, wherein the normalized concentration is surrogated by temperature, and the lithiation-induced volume expansion is equivalently treated as the thermal expansion. At each time step, the diffusivity and flux are updated based on the current Li concentration and stress. The increment of elastic-plastic deformation and the stress state in the electrode are then calculated according to the updated Li distribution. However, additional algorithm needs to be established to track the moving reaction front and assign appropriate orientation-dependent reaction rate (approximated by diffusivity).
Another challenge for the front-tracking finite element is to maintain the sharpness of the phase boundary since its width tends to increase over time. In these regards, a phase field model may be advantageous over the discrete tracking method in finite element framework since phase field models naturally track the phase boundary with a controllable width. A recent phase field model 54 for simulating lithiation of c-Si demonstrated that the phase field model provides nearly equivalent results as the fronttracking finite element method.
Anisotropic swelling and fracture of c-Si
Several independent studies have demonstrated that c-Si swells anisotropically during the first lithiation, wherein <110> directions expand significantly larger than all the other directions. 7, 8, 82, 83 It was rationalized 9, 67 and experimentally verified later 81 that the anisotropic swelling arises due to the crystallographic orientation dependent lithiation rate, i.e., the chemical reaction rate is much higher along <110> directions than other directions. To simulate the anisotropic swelling of c-Si upon lithiation, Yang et al. set different lithiation rates (modeled by different diffusivity D 0 at the reaction front) at several low-index orientations, 9, 67 and interpolated the lithiation rates in other orientations by smooth functions. Combining this special treatment at the reaction front with the two sets of governing equations for Li transport and mechanical equilibrium, Yang et al. simulated the anisotropic cross-sectional morphologies of four c-SiNWs with different orientations (Fig. 3a) . 9, 67 The predicted morphologies agree very well with the SEM 82 ( Fig. 3b , the first three columns) and TEM 8 ( Fig. 3b , the last column) images. The orientation-dependent lithiation rate at the reaction front modulates not only the morphology of the fully lithiated Si structures, but also the subsequent fracture. 7, 8, 10 At the fastestmoving {110} interface, lithiation induces large local volumetric expansion, generating high pressure across the interface. The pressure pushes the lithiated products behind the moving interface outward. 7-9, 66, 84 The pressure and the outward pushing effect are much stronger along the <110> directions than any other directions due to the much faster lithiation rate, leading to anisotropic swelling. The lithiation-induced outward pressure generates large loop tension at the outer surface of the lithiated domain, causing surface fracture of lithiated c-Si. In particular, owing to the different levels of expansion along different orientations, large incompatible strains are generated at the intersections of adjacent crystalline facets near the outer surface, leading to surface crack nucleation at well-defined angular sites. 7, 8, 10 Figure 3e shows the crack nucleation sites at the outer surface of the c-SiNWs 71 predicted by the model, which agrees with the experimentally resolved crack nucleation sites of the four representative SiNWs upon fully lithiation 7, 8, 10 (Fig. 3d) . One notes that while small-strain analysis is sufficient to predict accurate anisotropic swelling morphology of lithiated c-Si in Fig. 3c , finite-strain analysis is required to obtain the stress profile in Fig. 3e .
In situ TEM studies have evidenced that large c-SiNPs tend to be more fragile than the smaller ones, assuming other lithiation conditions (e.g., the lithiation rate) are the same, exhibiting lithiation-induced size-dependent fracture. 7, 10, 85, 86 For c-SiNPs there exists a critical size of~150 nm below which lithiated c-SiNPs remains intact and beyond which surface fracture occurs. Many materials manifest similar size-dependent fracture, including c-Si, a-Si, c-Sn, etc., though the critical sizes vary for different materials. The size effect stems from the size-dependent driving force, i.e., the energy release rate, of fracture. 85 The larger the size, the higher the driving force for fracture, and the more fragile the material appears to be.
In contrast to the anisotropic swelling and surface fracture of cSi, lithiation of c-Ge, despite its similar crystalline structures to c-Si and large volume expansion (~250%), 7, 87 proceeds isotropically, and the electrode remains tough without any sign of crack nucleation even for micron-sized c-GeNPs. 7, 88 It has been shown that a-Si exhibits the similar tough behavior with a critical size on the order of microns, which may similarly stem from the isotropic swelling of a-Si. 89, 90 These observations follow that lithiation kinetics (anisotropy, rate, etc.) modulates stress generation and fracture of the electrode materials.
Mechanical stress retards lithiation While lithiation kinetics modulates stress generation and fracture of electrode materials, mechanical stress generated during lithiation reciprocally regulates lithiation kinetics. Lithiation generates the core-shell structures in Si and Ge: unlithiated crystalline core and lithiated amorphous shell separated by the amorphous-crystal interface (ACI, i.e., the reaction front). The incompatible strain across the ACI suggests hydrostatic stress at the ACI and possibly in the lithiated shell. 79, 87, 91 The compressive stress slows down both Li diffusivity in the lithiation shell and the reaction rate at the ACI, leading to stress-mediated lithiation retardation, 84, 92, 93 as shown in Fig. 4a . For nanosized materials, chemical reaction is the limiting step, and lithiation retardation is primarily due to the stress-reduced chemical reaction rate. In extreme cases, the compressive stress is sufficiently high to completely arrest lithiation, leaving an unlithiated core electrochemically inaccessible and resulting in a reduced capacity.
Numerical simulations have showed that lithiation anisotropy influences the distribution and level of stress generated near the ACI, which in turn yields different levels of lithiation retardation effect. 12 Figure 4b plots the thickness of the lithiated shell as a function of time, which indicates lithiation rates in three different SiNWs (a-SiNW, <111> c-SiNW, and <110> c-SiNW) along the specified directions (<110> direction for the c-SiNWs and an arbitrary direction for the a-SiNW). These simulations establish that the strength of the retardation effect correlates with the level of lithiation anisotropy (<110> c-SiNW > <111> c-SiNW > a-SiNW).
Bending force breaks the symmetry of lithiation Similar to the self-generated mechanical stress, externally applied force also mediates lithiation kinetics. Gu et al. have lithiated doped c-GeNWs in both free-standing and externally loaded conditions. 93 For free-standing c-GeNWs, lithiation proceeds uniformly both in the radial and longitudinal directions. In the externally loaded condition, the c-GeNWs were pushed sideway against the counter electrode (Li metal) while being lithiated. In addition to axial compression, the pushing generates bending force that locally curves the c-GeNWs. This results in stress asymmetry in the curved region: tensile stress on one side and compressive stress on the other. As tensile stress promotes lithiation and compressive stress suppresses it, the stress asymmetry leads to lithiation asymmetry. Indeed, in situ TEM imaging observed that the lithiated shell on the tensile side of the curved region is several fold thicker than the compressive side Chemomechanical modeling of lithiation-induced failure S Zhang ( Fig. 5a ), demonstrating bending-induced symmetry breaking in lithiation. Front-tracking finite element modeling shows that the symmetry breaking occurs not only in the longitudinal direction, but also in the radial direction close to the bending site 93 (Fig. 5b) . The lithiation morphology aligns with the mechanical stress distribution (Fig. 5c) , demonstrating the role of mechanical stress on the lithiation kinetics and morphology.
FROM ELECTROCHEMICAL-MECHANICS COUPLING TO MECHANICAL ENERGY HARVESTING
The kinetics-stress coupling in lithiation has inspired electrochemically driven mechanical energy harvesting. Kim et al. 94 developed a prototype mechanical energy harvester (Fig. 6a) , consisting of two identical electrodes sandwiching a separator soaked with electrolyte. 94 Amorphous prelithiated Si (Li x Si, x~3.1) thin films were used as the electrodes for its mechanical flexibility and reasonable lithiation and delithiation rates. Ethylene carbonate mixed with ethyl methyl carbonate, LiPF 6 and micro-porous polypropylene monolayer 95 were used as the electrolyte, Li salt and separator, respectively. Each Li x Si electrode is 250 nm thick, two orders of magnitude thinner than the separator layer (25 μm). The thin-film configuration of the device allows large-curvature bending without fatigue. Figure 6b schematically illustrates the working principle of the energy harvester, consisting of two partially prelithiated electrodes (eucalyptus) sandwiching an electrolyte (gray). The electrodes are adhered to cupper foils as the current collectors (gold). Starting from the initial stress-free condition (I in Fig. 5b ), Li concentrations in the two prelithiated electrodes are the same (denoted by the To maintain charge neutrality, electrons flow in the outer circuit, generating electrical power. The device goes back to its original equilibrium state and can bend back and forth for thousands of cycles provided that it operates in the viscoelastic regime without any irreversible damage. 94 
STRATEGIES FOR MITIGATING THE ELECTROCHEMO-MECHANICAL DEGRADATION
To improve electrochemical performance of high-capacity LIBs, different design strategies have been undertaken to mitigate the chemomechanical degradation of the high-capacity electrode materials. In light of the size-dependent fracture behavior of c-Si, using nanoscale materials becomes a logic route to mitigating degradation. The large surface-to-volume ratio of nanoscale materials, such as nanowires, nanoparticles, nanotubes, and nanothick thin films, facilitate stress relaxation and enhance flaw tolerance, and is thus tougher than their bulk counterparts. 4 The shortened ion and electron diffusion paths and increased surface area of the electrodes for fast chemical reactions 4, 96, 97 of nanosized structures also enhance the rate performance. Material compositing, wherein one material component (e.g., Si) is used to store Li, and the other (e.g., carbon) to enhance the overall conductivity and mechanical stability, 61, [98] [99] [100] [101] has also been adopted to improve the electrochemical performance of the electrode materials.
In addition to nanostructuring and nanocompositing, porous materials have become popular method to mitigate the degradation of high-energy-density electrode materials. 44, [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] Porous materials can provide large surface areas for reaction, interconnected and fast interfacial transport, and hence enhanced rate performance. The internal pores can accommodate volume changes and alleviate mechanical stress generation during lithiation/delithiation cycles, thereby improving the structural stability and durability.
Porous materials exhibit different deformation modes than their solid counterparts, as schematically shown in Fig. 7a, b . During lithiation of solid Si or Ge, newly lithiated product at the reaction front pushes both the lithiated shell and unlithiated core to relax the high strain energy. As the lithiated product in the lithiated shell (Li 3.75 Si or Li 3.75 Ge) possess a relatively lower stiffness and lower flow stress than those of the unlithiated core, the reaction front pushes outward much more than inward, giving rise to outward expansion of the lithiated Si. 7, 8, 80, 82, 89 As a result, large hoop tension is generated in the lithiated outer shell, causing surface fracture, as already shown in Fig. 7c, d . In contrast, the presence of porosity alters the deformation mode since the volume change due to lithiation/delithiation can be partially accommodated by the pore filling and formation. In essence, the pressure generated at the reaction front may push both outward the lithiated shell and inward the unlithiated core, giving rise to less apparent particle-level expansion. This helps stabilize the SEI layer and maintain materials/structural stability.
A recent work by Xiao et al. 44 showed that hierarchically porous SiNPs (hp-SiNPs) can reverse the deformation mode seen in lithiated solid Si. The hp-SiNP, about 400 nm in diameter, consists of a hollow core and a porous shell. During lithiation, the filling effect of Li to the pores renders a stiffer lithiated shell than the unlithiated core. As a result, the compressive stress generated at the reaction front pushes more inward than outward, resulting negligible outward expansion (Fig. 7e, f) . During delithiation, the generated tensile stress across the Li-poor outer layer to the Li-rich inner layer pulls the inner layer outward (Fig. 7g, h ). This deformation mode in each lithiation/delithiation cycle features Li breathing of the particle, with negligible exterior volume expansion, i.e., the apparent size of the hierarchically structured porous material remains nearly unchanged during the cycling. Tailoring materials and structural properties and electrochemical parameters to obtain such hierarchically structured porous materials represents a new avenue to mitigate battery degradation.
Surface coating acts as a multiple functional layer that mitigates chemomechanical degradation. First, surface coating constrains the volumetric change during electrochemical cycling, preventing the cracking and pulverization of high-capacity electrodes. Some coating materials, such as Al 2 O 3 , 43, 108, 109 function as a passivation layer, which suppresses unwanted chemical reactions between electrodes and electrolytes, and subsequently prevents wasting Li sources in the electrolyte. Conductive coatings such as carbon, [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] metals, [121] [122] [123] and conductive polymers 43, [124] [125] [126] [127] can enhance the redox reaction kinetics and improve the current collection efficiency. Surface coatings can also prevent electrochemical welding between particles of active materials. 128, 129 In uncoated Si, lithiation generated compressive stress at the reaction front and in the a-Li x Si phase, slows down the reaction and Li diffusion, causing lithiation retardation. In the presence of surface coating, the constraint of the coating may cause even high compressive stress inside the SiNP as the SiNP swells, 112, 116 which modifies the driving force both for chemical reaction at the reaction front and the diffusion behind, as shown in a comparative study for pure Si and Si coated with elastic coating in Fig. 8 . The level of buildup compressive stress in Si depends on the elastic properties of the coating and the lithiation thickness. For highly flexible coating (polymer), the large volume expansion can be accommodated by the coating without significant energy cost, giving rise to relatively low compressive stress, and insignificant retardation effect. 43 For rigid coatings (carbon or native oxide), d Front-tracking simulations show the development of stress concentration at the outer surface of the lithiated SiNP, indicating fracture and possible fracture sites. 63 III Inward Li breathing of hp-SiNPs. 44 e, g Time-lapse TEM images of the first lithiation (e) and delithiation (g) of a hpSiNP (Scale bar: 200 nm). Blue and green dashed lines are the outer and inner surface profiles of the hp-SiNP prior to lithiation, and the red dashed line marks the lithiation and delithiation front. The images show that the lithiated hp-SiNP returns nearly to its original size (both inner and outer radii), demonstrating inward Li breathing and its high reversibility upon electrochemical cycling. f-h Chemomechanical modeling of a hp-SiNP shows that volume changes during lithiation (f) and delithiation (h) cycling are accommodated largely by inward Li breathing, causing negligible exterior volume change. Colors denote Li concentration. Red: fully lithiated, blue: unlithiated very large compressive stress may be built up before the coating fractures, causing significant lithiation retardation. As a result, a large amount of the Si core may not be electrochemically accessible. This reduces the effective capacity.
In battery cells, the electrodes consist of particle aggregates. During lithiation/delithiation cycles, neighboring particles interact not only mechanically but also kinetically, and these two interactions are intimately coupled. For the uncoated SiNPs, the hydrostatic stress at the outer surfaces of the uncoated bare SiNPs is the same regardless of the particle size and lithiation depth. This follows that the Li chemical potential at the outer surface is the same throughout the lithiation process and neighboring bare SiNPs are lithiated without kinetic interactions. In contrast, the stress-mediated Li chemical potential at the outer surface of coated SiNPs depends on the initial SiNP size, lithiation thickness, and the mechanical stress. When two coated SiNPs are in contact, the difference of the Li chemical potential caused by any of the factors drive inter-SiNP Li diffusion, 127 leading to discharging in one SiNPs, and charging in the other. This inter-SiNP Li diffusion dynamically occurs at different stages of lithiation, possibly impact the lithiation kinetics.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Combined experimental and modeling studies have demonstrated that the strong coupling between electrochemistry and mechanics dictates the degradation of high-capacity electrode materials. On the one hand, electrochemical lithiation causes volume expansion and mechanical stress generation; on the other, mechanical stress retards or even arrests lithiation. The ubiquitous coupling sets capacity and cyclability as the two conflicting properties since improving one often compromises the other, creating a significant challenge in the design of high-performance LIBs. While sodium ion batteries are not reviewed here, such electrochemistry-mechanics coupling also exists and is probably even stronger since the mechanical stress generated by sodiation is higher due to the much larger size of the sodium ions. On the opposite side, we have shown that the coupling phenomena can be exploited for electrochemically driven mechanical energy harvesting.
With the in situ TEM imaging and multiphysical modeling, much is known as to the pulverization and fracture of various electrode materials on the single particle level, ranging from anisotropic swelling and fracture of c-Si during the first lithiation, the tough behavior of c-Ge and a-Si, etc. In contrast, delithiation-induced morphological change and its implications to the successive lithiation cycles are much less understood. For examples, nanopore formation seems to be a ubiquitous phenomenon during delithiation. 7, [130] [131] [132] [133] Yet little is known as to how the pore structures evolve upon multiple cycling and how these pore structures modify the cycling performance of the electrode materials. In addition, while it is clear that unstable SEI growth critically limits the cyclability of the LIBs, it remains a challenge to in situ imaging with atomic resolution and modeling the growth process of the SEI layer.
Electrochemical cycling is rich in interfacial processes that directly modulate battery degradation. For examples, SEI formation and dendrite growth of Li are regulated by the electrode-electrolyte interface; [134] [135] [136] stress generation and failure of the electrode materials depends on the motion and morphology of the reaction front. The correlation of the interlayer process and the degradation has motivated fundamental understanding of the interfacial processes on the one hand, and tailoring and modifying the interfaces as ways to mitigate degradation on the other. In the future, focused studies are still critically needed to understand and control these interfacial processes to enhance the overall performance of the electrode materials for LIBs.
